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‘A landscape once known only to
Aboriginal people, that later became
the terrain of white explorers and
later still the destination of countless
tourists and holiday-makers, the
Blue Mountains will now be pre-
served for the world.’ – Bob Carr
March 2004.

To celebrate the achievements of
the Australian conservation move-
ment, the Premier Bob Carr will
launch Blue Mountains World Heritage
at a lunch to benefit the Dunphy
Wilderness Fund.

The Fund honours the outstand-
ing life-long contributions of Myles
and his son Milo to the cause of
nature conservation. It has ensured
the protection of important wilder-
ness areas and additions, including
eleven properties in the Blue Moun-
tains.

More than just a book launch Tales
from the Wilds is an event to help pro-
tect wilderness areas in NSW.

Come and hear the call of the
wild, listen to stories by author John
Blay and secure your autographed
copy of Blue Mountains World Heritage.

See the enclosed flyer or contact
the Foundation for National Parks &
Wildlife on 9221 1949; email

tales@fnpw.com.au to book your
ticket to:

TALES FROM THE WILDS, A
Lunch with The Hon Bob Carr, Pre-
mier of New South Wales, Monday
22 November 2004 12.00 – 2.00 pm,

at the  Strangers Dining Room, Par-
liament House, Macquarie St, Syd-
ney, With The Hon Bob Carr, Premier
of New South Wales, John Blay,
author and naturalist, guest speaker 
Alex Colley and Henry Gold, Authors
of BLUE MOUNTAINS World Her-

itage.

Tickets are $75 per person for 2
course lunch and beverages. Every
ticket number goes in the draw to
win a Paddy Pallin jacket.

LEFT: John Blay and Jacqueline
Medvecka in the wilds of the 
south east forests.

TALES FROM THE WILDS
Book launch of Blue Mountains World Heritage by Alex Colley and Henry Gold
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by Alex Colley

We were pleased to receive from
the Environmental Defender’s Office
(EDO) reports confirming a number
of our concerns about the draft
Kosciuszko National Park Plan of
Management (PoM) and exposure
Alpine Resorts Plan (ARP). 

The two plans are being formu-
lated simultaneously. The Founda-
tion has been informed repeatedly by
Department of Environment and
Conservation (DEC) during the KNP
PoM review process that the ARP is
required to conform to the PoM as
this is what is required under the
law. The message from DIPNR has
been confused, with different offi-
cers giving different statements.

The ARP should conform to the
PoM, but cannot do so until the PoM
is completed. The EDO states that ‘it
is premature to prepare and consult
on the ARP until such time as the
PoM has been finalised… this places
significant pressure on the Depart-
ment of Environment and Conserva-
tion to allow that development to
proceed, despite it being unsustain-
able and potentially harmful to the
environment.’ In other words the
PoM is being conditioned by the ARP,
whereas, if the environment, rather
than profit was the objective, the
reverse should apply..

The purpose of a REP is to pre-
serve the environment. It should be a
national imperative that the REP
covering the Snowy Mountains, a
small alpine range in a corner of a
large, mainly flat and arid continent,
ensures the preservation of the nat-
ural environment of the mountains
and vetoes damaging use. Because
Kosciuszko is a national park, the
REP must conform not only to the
PoM but to the National Park and
Wilderness Acts. The objective of the
National Parks and Wildlife Act is
‘the conservation of nature, includ-
ing, but not limited to, habitat,
ecosystems and ecosystem processes
and biological diversity.’ The PoM
acknowledges that ‘there is limited
information to determine whether

visitor growth and additional devel-
opment can be sustained.’  Yet,
through what appears to be a tai-
lored version of the precautionary
principle – that lack of full scientific
certainty should not be used as a rea-
son for postponing measures to pre-
vent environmental degradation –
the ARP seeks to increase  urban
development across the Alps, setting
out development regimes for the Per-
isher Range, Thredbo, Charlotte
Pass, Mount Selwyn, Sponars
Chalet, Ski Rider, Mountain Retreat
(Sawpit Creek) and Bullock’s Flat. 

The ARP defines “alpine resort”
on p. 38 as: “an area of land within
the national park reserved for the
time being under the National Parks
and Wildlife Act 1974, and known as
Kosciuszko National Park..”  Each
“alpine resort”  is divided into a
series of precincts, which allow vary-
ing degrees of development. The
“Development Control Plan Discus-
sion Paper” refers to the resorts as
being “surround(ed)” by
“Kosciuszko National Park” . This
then necessitates “minimising the
adverse impacts of human settle-
ment on the natural environment”.
The resorts become a setting for
“development controls” with “devel-
opment standards” related to land-
scaping, building heights, building
setbacks, car access and parking.  

The Perisher Range Resorts Mas-
ter Plan, a staged development blitz
for the Perisher Range, is already
approved by NSW government. Its
first development “the Perisher Vil-
lage” gives an insight into what it to
come. Under an “exclusive negotia-
tion agreement” between Perisher
Blue Pty Ltd and the NSW Depart-
ment of Commerce, the plans for the
village were passed by Craig Knowles
in September 2003. The  develop-
ment application (DA) is imminent.
If this development  goes ahead it
will see 6 apartment blocks up to five
stories high and a recreational facil-
ity in Perisher Valley. 

The EDO submission on the ARP
supplements Colong’s submission. It
states that the primary purpose of

the Park is conservation but
acknowledges a secondary purpose
of providing appropriate recreation.
This does not include ‘independent
activities unrelated to the Park’s set-
ting.’ Perisher Blue’s proposal to
develop the areas around Perisher
Range as a year round resort by pro-
moting activities such as mountain
bike riding and other entertainment
facilities ‘is clearly to derive maxi-
mum economic yield from the devel-
opment of accommodation, infra-
structure and services. This type of
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Planning for Profit Gunns, which is expected to
directly benefit from the
Coalition’s old-growth-forest
policy, came off a high of
$14.60 to close 25c stronger
at $14.31.

SMH 12/10/04

It is particularly important to
realise that since the elements of
the environment which qualify as
wilderness are based on specific
geographical and biological fea-
tures they are no more a product
of our imagination than any other
major component of the earth’s
surface. The complaint, some-
times made, that wilderness is a
subjective concept, has no valid-
ity.
The value of wilderness also
needs to be made clear. It is not
simply a means (or favourable
condition) for protecting specific
environmental features within an
area, such as a population of rare
animals. It possesses also an
intrinsic and distinctive value for
science, recreation and the stimu-
lation of human intelligence.

Geoff Mosley in Blue Mountains
for World Heritage

‘This is the most fundamental
critique of the Howard gov-
ernment’s environmental per-
formance: it simply does not
understand the scale or sig-
nificance of the damage
being done to natural systems
of Australia, so it continues
to concentrate on economic
development and opportunis-
tic political stunts while irre-
versible damage is being done
to our environment.’

Ian Lowe in 
The Howard Years (2004)

continued on page 3



development is purely commercial
and opportunistic.’ The development
of Conference Facilities, Entertain-
ment Facilities, Hotels and Shops is
to be promoted. 

The PoM ’s identification of areas
where further research is required in
order to determine the appropriate
management of the park is unneces-
sary. Appropriate management is
laid down in the National Parks Act.
There is no point in researching
management of developments
which do not comply with the Act.

Planning is further complicated
by the inability of the Department of
Environment and Conservation to
control inappropriate development
by rejecting unsatisfactory Master
Plans. The participation of several
authorities in the planning process
is an example of Northcote Parkin-
son’s finding that ‘officials make
work for each other.’ The confusion
that this causes is reflected in the
language used. In the words of the
EDO ‘The language used in the oper-
ative parts of the REP [ARP] impose
few obligations or limitations on the
consent authority… Several defini-
tions of key land use types are too
vague to constitute any clear defini-
tion… The general objectives use
terms such as ‘encourage’ which,
which are more indicative of aspira-
tions, rather than objectives or clear
standards.’ In other words, there is
enough latitude in the proposed
control measures to enable the aim
of the politically influential Perisher
Blue to establish a year round
amusement park to be realised.
Development will be determined
from the bottom up – from the ARP
to the PoM, rather than the reverse.
Profit rather than conservation will
determine park management.

STOP PRESS: the Perisher Village develop-
ment application (DA) may be lodged in late
October, early November. If so, the relevant
documents should be at the DIPNR (former
Planning NSW) offices in the Henry Deane
Building at Railway Square. Formal objec-
tions to the DA can be lodged during the
advertised period. The Colong Foundation
website will provide you with our analysis of
the DA, including grounds for objection.
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PERISHER Blue (PB) has lodged a
DA for a resort development in Per-
isher Valley. The 5 ha proposal will
see a 846 bed resort and 7,300 square
metres of retail and commercial
space pushed into the heart of
Kosciuszko National Park. The devel-
opment will involve: the construc-
tion of 240 apartments in six build-
ings 3 to 5 stories high and an
“Indoor Recreation Centre”; clearing
of internal roads in the traditionally
snow bound valley to allow four
wheel drive access to future develop-
ment up the mountain; and car
parking galore along the Kosciuszko
Road. 

Amongst its many claims, PB says
that the development: is consistent
with ESD principles and is not going
to have any adverse impacts on
threatened species. PB purports that
the development is going to be “ben-
eficial” to alpine bog communities,
the habitat of the endangered
Southern Corroborree Frog (despite
destroying more bogs to accommo-
date cars). Further, PB claims: that it
is going to have enough water and
existing STP capacity to accommo-
date the urban sprawl; and
global warming is going to be man-

A C T I O N  A L E R T

Kosciuszko Developer Land Grab Begins

The seven “Toasters”
in Perisher Valley

Planning for Profit
from page 2

continued on page 4



aged with the use of “snow guns”.
All this on an area with “deep sub-
surface potential” for aboriginal
archaeological sites. Never mind, it
seems that “past development” is
the real problem and PB is going to
plant a few trees to compensate. The
NPWS, who manage the Park,
has been allocated 57 square metres
on the site. This compares with the
129 square metres for “Real Estate
Marketing Management”. 

An independent report to the
NPWS, not included with the DA,
has already cited: the loss of public
realm and vista; commercial inter-
ests taking precedence; and non-
compliance issues with the Perisher
Range Resorts Master Plan and
Commission of Inquiry.

Craig Knowles, Minister for Plan-
ning, approved the plan in Septem-

ber last year. You won’t find it on his
media release list, though. Now its
time for the public to take a look -
and if they want to object they
have 29 days (the DA exhibition
period began on a Sunday). There
are three copies of the DA. One each
in Sydney, Queanbeyan and Jind-
abyne. This is an appalling coverage
for the biggest development in NSW
national park history – a park listed
as a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve
with known World Heritage values!

The DA is the first stage of
a Kosciuszko National Park develop-
ment regime that will stretch well
beyond Perisher Valley, as the NSW
government gears up to allow such
development across the alpine region
via its “Alpine Resorts Plan” - a mas-
sive private development land grab
that will see development in areas
such as Charlotte Pass, Smiggins
Holes, Guthega, Mount Selwyn and
Sawpit Creek. ■
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D E V E L O P M E N T  D E T A I L S

DA Number: 262-10-2004 : http://www.planning.nsw.gov.au/index1.html
Copies of the DA: public access to the DA is currently limited to three
DIPNR locations. 

Henry Deane Building, 20 Lee Street Sydney
Queanbeyan Office Suite 101, Level 1, Riverside Plaza, 131 Monaro Street
Queanbeyan
Jindabyne Office, Shop 5A Snowy River Ave Jindabyne

Increase public access to this DA: Ring DIPNR on 6456 1733 or email
alpineresorts_assessments@dipnr.nsw.gov.au and ask for copies to be
sent across NSW. Ask that it be put on their website. In the meantime we
will put copies in the Colong and NCC offices: Levels 2 and 5, 362 Kent
Street Sydney. 

Closing date: Monday November 29, 2004

Post Submission to: 
Team Leader
Alpine Resorts Assessments team
DIPNR
PO Box 36
Jindabyne 2627

The DA will be determined by DIPNR under SEPP 73. SEPP 73 can be
found at web address:
http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/fullhtml/inforce/epi+683+2002+FIRST+0+N

For further information contact: Fiona McCrossin, Colong Foundation for
Wilderness, Level 2, 362 Kent Street, SYDNEY NSW 2000, Ph (02) 9299
7341; email fiona@colongwilderness.org.au
website www.colongwilderness.org.au

H OW  TO  O B J E C T

The following is an initial guide for

objections to DA 

1. Non –compliance with the Objects

of the National Parks and Wildlife

Act 1974 - Section 2A: Objects of Act 

2. Does not satisfy the requirements

in regard to the need to maintain

ecologically sustainable develop-

ment in accordance with the princi-

ples and programmes set out in the

Protection of the Environment

Administration Act 1991 Section 6

(2) 

3. The proposed development is to

be determined using SEPP 73, in

particular Clause 12 : Additional

matters to be considered by consent

authority. We believe these matters

for consideration are not wide

enough and do not address the envi-

ronmental impacts of the proposal. 

4. Intensification of use 

5. Development on public land

6. Traffic generation.

7. Impact on threatened species e.g

need for construction of fauna

underpasses has not been assessed

to minimise the road kill of threat-

ened species; therefore the offsite

impact on threatened species has

not been assessed.

8. Impact on Aboriginal heritage: the

subsurface of the Perisher Carpark is

predicted to contain an assemblage

of artefacts of which the significance

and density has not been deter-

mined.

9. Increased extraction of water. 

ACTION ALERT – Kosciuszko
from page 3

Colong will be putting a
detailed series of objections

on its website
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by Alex Colley

THE City of Blue Mountains is the
most difficult city in NSW to plan. It
consists of 27 separate settlements
strung for 100 kilometres along the
divide between the Cox and Grose
Rivers, which in places is no more
than a narrow ridge. Stemming from
the divide are deeply incised valleys,
which confine the availability of resi-
dential land. The mountain causeway
had no value to the early people of
NSW, the bush was not cleared, which
now exposes the settlements to bush-
fires. Offsetting these disadvantages is
the fact that the ‘City in a World Her-
itage National Park’ is surrounded by
magnificent scenery.

The Commonwealth’s Govern-
ment’s policy of increasing population
growth, regardless of further deple-
tion of natural resources has increased
Sydney’s population by 50,000 immi-
grants a year, and been a factor in ris-
ing house prices. Many have sought
cheaper dwellings in the Mountains,
which have become a honeypot for
speculators, developers and negative
gearers. Population has risen from
39,000 in 1975 to some 80,000 today.
As Nick Greiner said on a visit to the
Mountains in April 1983 “The Gov-
ernment cannot continue cramming
people in to the Blue Mountains with-
out regard to the planning issues
involved.” Planning to accommodate
the rising numbers without degrading
the natural environment has been
continuous.

In 1973 a grant of $50,000 enabled
the appointment of Urban Systems
Corporation as a consultant to prepare
a Blue Mountains Strategy Plan. The
plan gave only a superficial assess-
ment of the conservation case. There
was no assessment of stream pollu-
tion within the catchment of the War-
rragamba Dam, wildlife habitat or
ecology. The site later occupied by the
Fairmont Resort was recommended as
being ‘particularly suitable for a major
tourist hotel complex in view of the
magnificent scenery the area affords

from the plateau over the valleys and
gorges adjacent.’ The Plan made often
repeated proposals for more scenic
roads and cliff drives.

In 1991 Environmental Manage-
ment Plan Stage 1 was completed and
opened up development opportuni-
ties. According to a Council planner,
many landowners who had not con-
sidered subdividing before completion
of the plan subsequently objected to
restrictions and pushed for re-zoning
or permission to subdivide and often
got what they wanted. The plan was
full of loopholes, which enabled devel-
opers to obtain favourable decisions
from the Land and Environment
Court. An application by the
Katoomba Gospel Trust to build a
church with seating for 600 and park-
ing for 148 vehicles on a swamp
which formed the headwaters of Mia
Mia Falls, was rejected by Council but
approved by the Court.

In 1993 Council published a Devel-
opment Control Plan for Effluent Dis-
posal in Unsewered Areas. The plan
ensured that unsewered effluent
would be treated to a certain standard,
and sewage pump out systems would
often be required. However, the
Department of Health requirement
that that any subdivision within 400
metres of a watercourse, or likely to
contaminate an aquifer or within 2
km of a reticulated sewer be con-
nected to the reticulated sewer was
ignored.

At an environment summit in
1995, Mr Bob Debus, Member for the
Blue Mountains, announced that the
NSW Government budget contained
$15 million for a three year stormwa-
ter strategy. The Summit also called on
Mr Debus to initiate a planning
process that would set a boundary
beyond which development would
not be permitted, and define other
planning constraints, such as high
bushfire risk and availability of ser-
vices.

The National Party has since made
several proposals for highways cutting
through national parks and costing $1

billion or more. One of these, a 30 km
tunnel, costing $2.6 billion, which
would have saved a few minutes dri-
ving, was described by Bob Carr as
“more grandiose than that of Ramases
11 of Egypt.”

In 2001 the Minister for Planning,
Andrew Refshauge, secured the pas-
sage of a new planning law called
Amendment 25. Once again loopholes
abounded. Rural Conservation, Bush-
land Conservation and Residential
Bushland Conservation zones did not
ensure conservation within these
zones because they still allowed build-
ings in the bush. Development
excluded land was defined, but devel-
opment could be allowed on environ-
mentally excluded land ‘if Council is
satisfied by means of a detailed envi-
ronmental assessment, that the devel-
opment has no adverse environmental
impact.’

The Council has recently published
a 25 year vision for a more sustainable
Blue Mountains. This foresees better
social and community living. Its vision
of the natural environment is that ‘We
have maintained the bush between
our settlements and protected the
World Heritage environment that sus-
tains us.’ Sustainability is to be com-
municated in a four year management
plan described in Council’s Map for
Action. As in previous plans the envi-
ronmental objectives are commend-
able. These include improving public
transport, retaining the bushland
between towns, encouraging popula-
tion growth in larger service centres,
an ecological built environment,
reduced reliance on cars, increased
cycling and walking opportunities,
reducing urban sprawl, encourage-
ment of rail transport and sustainable
tourism. Let us hope that these aspira-
tions are realised by a land zoning sys-
tem which allows no deviation. ■

MEETING
DATES

Meetings will be
held in our Kent St
office at 2pm on
November 25th,

December 9th and
January 14th.

Sustaining the
Blue Mountains



by Keith Muir 

and Caroline Graham 

LONGWALL coal mining has
ruined the lower Cataract River, upper
Georges River and parts of the Bargo
River. Native Dog Creek, a key feeder
stream flowing into Lake Avon that is
Wollongong’s key water supply, and
Wongawilli Creek another important
stream in the Metropolitan Catch-
ment, have also stopped flowing due
to the damage caused by longwall
coal mining. Now BHP-Billiton is
planning to mine coal underneath a
4.5 kilometre reach of the Nepean
between Douglas Park and Menangle.

Previous environmental cam-
paigns to protect the environment
from coal mining-related damage
have resulted in mandatory protec-
tion zones under cliffs and other
environmentally sensitive areas, such
as upland swamps. Protection zones
also protect key infrastructure, such
as railways, from the damaging
effects of underground coal mining.
It would be easy for the Minister for
Mineral Resources, the Hon. Kerry
Hickey, to prohibit longwall coal min-
ing under rivers and stop further
damage to essential water resources.

Between 1988 and 2000 nine of
longwall panels extracted coal from
under a 5.8 kilometre reach of the
lower Cataract River. In 1994, after
several of these longwall panels had
been extracted, the river began to dry
up. Contrary to expert predictions,
hundreds of cracks appeared in the
river bed, some several centimetres
wide. Fish skeletons, including those
of the vulnerable Macquarie Perch,
and others up to a metre long,
marked the location of deep pools
on the now dry river bed. Flam-
mable gas began venting
in spots in the river
bed and nearby. At
its height, sec-

tions of the river looked as if they
were boiling. Due to the poison gas
hazard, BHP-Billiton erected ugly
warning signs.

To counter the water losses, Syd-
ney Water sent 5ML/day over
Broughton’s Pass Weir, but when the
flows ceased on 25 November 1997,
the river dried up within 48 hours. In
1998 BHP and Sydney Water agreed
to BHP’s purchase of water at a
reduced rate. We understand that 2.5
megalitres a day is sent over the
Broughton’s Pass Weir at present, but
many of the river’s deep pools have
been lost forever.

The longwalls under the upper
Georges River have repeated the
Cataract abuse – and future plans for
longwall panels under the Georges
and the Nepean rivers will, if
approved, continue the damage. BHP-
Billiton currently pays Sydney Water
for a megalitre a day of our drinking
water to be discharged to upper
Georges River, providing an environ-
mental flow for the damaged river.

In its May 2003 newsletter, BHP
admitted to its destruction of the
much loved beautiful natural swim-
ming pool, Marhnyes Hole on the
upper Georges River. Their newsletter
reported that ‘Marhnyes Hole
…holds particular significance to the
Appin community. Due to the level of
community concern, Illawarra Coal
(BHP) considered whether it was
feasible to not mine under the area;
however a decision was taken by the
company that mining had to proceed
… consequently, mining beneath
Marhnyes Hole occurred in Septem-
ber 2002 and as predicted subsidence
effects on the Georges River and the

waterhole have occurred.’
A press release

from the National Parks Associa-
tion’s Macarthur Branch was more
blunt: “BHP have spent well over one
million dollars on protection and
remediation of the river, but on 26th
December (2002) when we visited
the area all water was being lost
downstream from Marnhyes Hole.”
It “has been so badly damaged that a
security guard has been employed to
warn people of the danger of swim-
ming. Not that there is enough water
left to swim in after it has disap-
peared down the cracks left by long-
wall mining, or that one would want
to swim in water that has been pol-
luted by iron oxide.” This is what
remains of this beautiful pool with its
little waterfall, where local residents
and their grandparents and grand-
children had learnt to swim.

Peta Seaton, the newly elected Lib-
eral MP for the Southern Highlands,
was briefed by BHP about the plans
to mine under the Georges River. In
2000 she recalled that BHP had
assured her that in the case of the
Georges ‘the geology was different to
the Cataract River…’ (The Macarthur
Chronicle, October 31, 2000). BHP-Bil-
liton is again assuring politicians that
the geology of the Nepean River is
different from that of the Georges
and the Cataract Rivers in an attempt
to deflect concerns about longwall
mining under that river.

The mine subsidence impacts of
rivers include loss of water flows, dis-
appearance of large pools and inter-
connecting flows, absence of dis-
solved oxygen in the remaining water
and the absence of aquatic life. 

If mining occurs under the Nepean
River, flammable gas and upwelling
of deoxegenated, toxic groundwater
is likely to again generate the anoxic
conditions previously experienced by
rivers in the district. The Nepean may
be subjected to poisoning for seven
years, while the 4.5 kilometre reach
of the river is undermined.

In addition, the mining related
low river flows will reduce the ability
of the Nepean to dilute the polluted
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The vulnerable Macquarie Perch
thrives in the upper Nepean River
but is now threatened by coal
mining (drawing: Jack Hannan). continued on page 7



water by groundwater and gas flows.
The total effect of the Nepean may
extend for many kilometres down-
stream. During the seven year min-
ing period it is very likely that several
downstream pollution events will
occur. The events could result in the
death of fisheries and even the pollu-
tion of Richmond’s water supply,
which is drawn from the river down-
stream.

Professor Robert Close of the Uni-
versity of Western Sydney has
warned that a platypus colony on the
Nepean will be lost if mining pro-
ceeds. The Nepean River is also
believed to support a large number
fish species including Macquarie
Perch, Long Finned Eel, Freshwater
Catfish and Silver Perch. 

Saving the Nepean
The damage to the Nepean River

will far exceed the costs of establish-
ing the protection zone needed to
save the river. BHP-Billiton should
prepare a Subsidence Management
Plan that ensures the riverbed and
surrounding cliff lines are protected
from longwall mining. 

The Minister for Mineral
Resources, the Hon. Kerry Hickey,
stated upon introducing the new
manual for developing Subsidence
Management Plans that: ‘The com-
munity no longer accepts that its
environment and amenity will
diminish significantly as a result of
mining – and nor should it’ (Mineral
Resources, 2003). We understand that
the Minister has required BHP-Billi-
ton prepare an environmental impact
statement (EIS). 

Previous EIS reports prepared for
BHP-Billiton have not recommended
any subsidence protection zones for
stream beds, however, the subse-
quent Commission of Inquiry that
follow these reports do, as was the
case with the 2001 inquiry into the
Dendrobium Colliery. Whatever hap-
pens, the days of destroying rivers for
coal are numbered. Public opinion
won’t tolerate the loss. ■

(Thanks to Caroline Graham of the Nepean
Action Group for the research on past mining
impacts, Ph 46309421)
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Poisoning pristine rivers
from page 6

Author: Andy Macqueen
192 pages, 10 maps by the
author, 6 historical maps
and sketches, 32
photographs, complete
journal transcriptions from
Parr, Singleton and Howe,
index.
RRP $29.95; or $25 plus
$7.00 postage from the
author
Review by Keith Muir

A FEW months ago I received a
call from a barrister who was caught
up in a case against a big coal mine.
He wanted to know everything
about the north-eastern part of the
Greater Blue Mountains World Her-
itage Area around Bulga. If only at
the time I had a copy of Andy Mac-
queen’s new book, it certainly would
have pointed him in the right direc-
tion. For unlike other parts of the
Blue Mountains, the north-eastern
quarter of the World Heritage Area,
the Mellong Section, is still little
known or at least has had very little
written about it, despite its rich Abo-
riginal heritage.

Another surprising attribute of
the northern end of Yengo and
Wollemi national parks is that these
areas are still more or less in a condi-
tion where you can retrace the steps
of the early explorers and rediscover
the challenges they faced. This is of
course exactly what Andy Mac-
queen, his friends and associates
from the Springwood Bushwalking
Club did to verify various points in
this stimulating book. ‘Somewhat
Perilous’ has a freshness possible
only with such on-ground engage-
ment. Images, well annotated maps
and Andy’s crisp writing style ani-
mate the tales of discovery, taking

the reader stage by stage through the
adventures described.

There are a few surprises along
the way, one of which is that Andy is
related to some of the story’s charac-
ters. His connection opened my eyes
to the fact that the area’s discovery
by europeans190 years ago is not all
that long ago, and for the Yengo and
Wollemi Wilderness areas it’s just a
blink. As Andy points out, most trav-
ellers using the Putty Road are obliv-
ious to the wonderful wild country
that lies either side and blind to the
fact that the whole area is one land-
scape. Undoubtedly the Darkinjung
Aboriginal people regarded it that
way.

It is amusing to follow the efforts
of the young colony’s movers and
shakers, who were so determined to
find ways to make their fortune, yet
so incapable of finding their way
through the bush. It was the Aborig-
ines who found the negotiable
routes for these so-called explorers,
but as the book points out the
achievements of the Aboriginal
guides were largely overlooked.

The book also makes important
observations regarding the relations
between bushland, bushfires and
the early explorers. The received
wisdom that the bush under Abo-
riginal management was all grass-
land kept that way by frequent
burning is rebutted. The docu-
mented reality in the Blue Moun-
tains doesn’t fit the firestick farm-
ing dogma. ‘Somewhat Perilous’ is a
good title for a book on addressing
this subject and will be popular
with historians, bushwalkers and
lovers of the Mountains.

Somewhat Perilous is available
from Andy Macqueen, 8 angel St,
Wentworth Falls, 2782; email andy-
macq@pnc.com.au ■

BOOK REVIEW

Somewhat
Perilous

The journeys of Singleton, Parr,
Howe, Myles and Blaxland in
the Northern Blue Mountains
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by David Lawrence (2000)
Hard cover format, 312
pages with 16 picture
pages and 13 maps
Published by Melbourne
University Press 
Review by Keith Muir

Kakadu presents the social and
political history of Australia’s lead-
ing wet tropics national park, from
1803 to 1999. While a substantial
academic work; it is well written,
and presents a cultural narrative
from the perspective of one vitally
concerned with advancing indige-
nous rights and social justice.

This book is essential reading for
anyone wishing to understand joint
management of national parks.
Lawrence warns us that Aboriginal
ownership of national parks is not a
panacea for conservation and land
rights issues. He explains ‘joint man-
agement of national park has
evolved out of conflict over land
rights, uranium mining and conser-
vation, and it carries with it some of
the emotional and cultural baggage
that activated the debate and contin-
ues to carry it forward.’

Aboriginals have a special connec-
tion with nature and see themselves
as part of nature. This moral aspect
of belonging to the land has always
attracted me. Lawrence quotes Bill
Neidjie (1985) saying that the “Law
never change, Always stay same …
Old people tell us, You got to keep it.
It always stays.” It is a view that by
belonging to the land, the law, writ-
ten in the land, does not change. It is
a view I find entirely consistent with
wilderness preservation where
nature is reality.

On my reading of this book, the
Aboriginal perspective of land
appears to be on the move. By 1995
only one section of Bill Neidjie’s
family was stridently opposed to
water releases from the Ranger Ura-

nium Mine, and this indicated,
according to Lawrence, that the Abo-
riginal position on the mine was
fragmented.

The perspective of unchanging
law is directly contradicted by Abo-
riginal park managers, who ‘under-
stand the Aboriginal culture as
changing, adaptable and responsive,
but who value conservation as a
means of providing a basis for the
sustainable use of resources, includ-
ing both native and introduced
plants and animals.’ Later Lawrence
explains that ‘It should not be
assumed that Aboriginal relation-
ships to the land are frozen in cul-
tural traditionalism. Aboriginal
management may vary with eco-
nomic and social circumstances and
may incorporate non-Aboriginal
commercial activities such as pas-
toralism and mining.’ (It should also
be remembered that Kakadu
National Park retains some numbers
of buffalo at the request of its Abo-
riginal managers, who see these
beasts as belonging to the land as the
buffaloes were born there.)

Reading the book I wondered
whether the politics of land rights
and social justice has entered the
post-modernist (and human-cen-
tred) world where ideas take on their
own reality? It is perhaps from this
perspective that the Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Commission
proposed that wilderness is land
‘without its songs and ceremonies’?

Lawrence explains that the success
of ‘joint management (of national
parks) can be measured only in terms
of Aboriginal empowerment, equity
and social justice’ and not in formal
management structures and plans. In
these circumstances, nature conser-
vation is a by-product of joint man-
agement. In concluding the section
on wilderness Lawrence states that
‘The aim of control over traditional
lands has been largely determined by

the need for community develop-
ment and economic self-sufficiency,
not environmental protection. Con-
trol of land is seen as vital for com-
munity and cultural survival in the
face of external pressures; for this
reason joint management has
become closely linked to questions of
land rights, self-determination,
preservation of culture, employment
and skills acquisition.’

In last chapter of the book,
Lawrence introduces a new direc-
tion where joint management
appears to be not just about owner-
ship and control of national park
land but also links with aspirations
for self-determination and self-gov-
ernment. In this context regional
land use agreements and Native
Title are discussed, and the debate
also moves off-park. 

National parks can never be big
enough to carry Aboriginal aspira-
tions forward. Regional land use
agreements provide a cogent solu-
tion to ensure an economic base for
indigenous people. Providing for
claims over productive resources,
which are typically located off-park
on more fertile land, would greatly
assist with self-determination and
self-government. This alternative is
better than the ultimate irony of
national parks being privatised and
developed by the first Australians. It
is a pity that the regional land use
agreement debate has nowhere to
run in NSW; for just about every nat-
ural resource, apart from the air we
breathe, has been or is being priva-
tised. The Carr Government is in the
process of privatising water, pine
forests and the leasehold land in the
Central and Eastern Divisions of
NSW. ■

BOOK REVIEW

Kakadu 
The making of a National Park
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by Keith Muir

WHEN the Hon. Tom Lewis in
1969 set up the Foundation for
National Parks and Wildlife to pro-
vide a fundraising arm to the former
National Parks and Wildlife Service,
it went into the bad books of several
prominent conservationists, includ-
ing Milo Dunphy. It was branded as
a “green-gloss” PR machine for envi-
ronmentally damaging corporations.
At that time, the struggle for coastal
parks over mineral sand deposits
was just starting to hot up and the
top end of Kosciuszko National Park
had just been removed for local log-
gers. So you may wonder why I
believe that the Foundation is one of
the most effective supporters of
national parks and nature conserva-
tion in Australia?

The Foundation for National
Parks and Wildlife is a hard working
non-government organisation with
two full time staff and lots of volun-
teers. Its mission is to protect Aus-
tralia’s animals, plants and cultural
heritage through fundraising for
environmental education and con-
servation projects. Their President,
Gillis Broinowski, once worked for
Peko Wallsend, along with other
high profile corporates, and he is
now as hard working a conservation
volunteer as any. Today, the majority
of the Foundation’s donors are indi-
viduals. Last year the Foundation
raised $1.1 million and spent
$348,000 on conservation projects.
The remainder of their income,
mainly a $750,000 bequest for the
specific purchase of land near the
Morton National Park area, is yet to
be spent. In all, 21 projects were
funded last year and even more pro-
jects have pool of committed funds
upon with to draw, such as on-going
studies of the impacts of bushfires
on koala populations.

The funded projects range from:
walking tracks to a recovery plan for
the Mountain Pygmy Possum
funded by David Archer a former
director of the Foundation; a Dol-

phin Research project was funded by
local tour operators that found
stricter regulation of tour operations
was necessary; and Breeding boxes
for the Fairy Penguins of Sydney
Harbour and the post-bushfire weed-
ing of sensitive sites in the Blue
Mountains National Park. Both
these projects were wholly funded by
public donations. 

Other remarkable achievements
include securing a 12 kilometre ‘no
take’ marine park around Lord Howe
Island through the donation and sur-
render of two fishing licences worth
$200,000 by the owner of Fortuna
Seafoods. Over the years the Founda-
tion has funded the eradication of
pigs, goats and cats from the Island
and is about to start on the rats and
mice. It has also purchased 380,000
hectares of land for national parks.

In addition to these projects, the
Foundation also undertakes an
annual Golden Paw drawing compe-
tition for children of primary school
age. Through this competition the
students learn about threatened
Australian wildlife by drawing them.

The “Go Wallabies” campaign 
Of primary interest to the Colong

Foundation is the Foundation for
National Parks and Wildlife’s major
fund raising effort– the Green Gully
Appeal. 

The Foundation has raised
$185,000 for the purchase of the
13,000 hectare Green Gully property
in the Macleay Gorges Wilderness,
which is a core habitat for the Brush-
tailed Rock-wallaby. The fund raising
activities have included brochure dis-
tributions, circulation of a donation
requests through media releases and
newsletter articles, a Wilderness Gala
event on Fort Denison, a wilderness
talk at the Botanic Gardens, a Christ-
mas raffle and caused related mar-
keting with Bill Peach Journeys. In
February 2005 the Foundation will
have a fundraising event at Greycliffe
House in Sydney Harbour National
Park to benefit the further acquisi-
tion of wilderness property. 

The Foundation does the job, and
while its supporters include mining
companies and the like, they are not
in the majority and corporate logos
are not plastered over the Founda-
tion’s conservation efforts. So, the
Foundation I know is green, without
the gloss, and while corporate spon-
sors are acknowledged and thanked
it is fair to say that the organisation
is nature-focussed and non political.
This, in my opinion has not always
been the case. In the case of the
Gondwana Program, I believe, along
with many of my colleagues, that
Toyota got a bit too close to the
action. Motor vehicle interests
should not be associated with the
issue of park visitor passes if
fundraising is to be seen to be non-
partisan on park management
issues. It is a pity that the Founda-
tion has few direct relationships
with the non-government conserva-
tion groups. Our conservation goals
correspond but we are seen as too
political for the Foundation. It is
hard to see funding conservation as
non-political but somehow the
Foundation for National Parks and
Wildlife does it. ■

THE FOUNDATION FOR NATIONAL PARKS AND WILDLIFE

Conservation Champions

The Foundation for National Parks and
Wildlife has powerful friends, including
the Navy. The Sea King helicopter was
used to transport the earthmoving
equipment needed to landscape the
grounds of Barrenjoey Lighthouse.
Carmel Weless, the Foundation’s PR
manager chats with Mark Watt of the
NPWS and Lieutenant Simon Hook
helicopter pilot.



by Dr. John Williams, member of the

Wentworth Group and former Chief

Land and Water Scientist, CSIRO

WE’VE seen plenty of anguish -
and thankfully a few runs on the
board - in recent times as we’ve bat-
tled to put more water back into river
systems and halt the clearing of
native vegetation.

It’s been a welcome and overdue
start. But the real crusades we must
win - the huge culture shifts in how
we live in, work with and imagine our
country - are still to come.

Believe me, we’ll start hearing a lot
more in coming years about valuing
environmental services – the clean
water, air and healthy soils that
underpin our lives and our economy –
and recognising the ecological foot-
print created by how we produce our
food.

It’s surprised me that the progres-
sive thinking about these ‘big issues’
is not coming from our various
houses of parliament. I’m finding
that the right questions are being
asked more often at the Big End of
Town, in business and some of the
private foundations.

Perhaps as a scientist, for a long
time I was part of the problem, not
properly explaining the price our
world pays for the perfect water-
melon, or a glut of cheap oranges.

I was born in Tumbarumba in the
Snowy country. Dad was a bushman.
I spent a lot of time with him on a
horse. Riding in the bush, he helped
me to understand how the landscape
works, to really like it, and to really
feel at home in it.

I guess that’s where a lot of my
core values came from. Dad knew the
bush pretty well. He loved the native
woodlands and forests and their
shrubbery. He was always torn
between using the land and then see-
ing profound change happen … it
broke his heart to see country cleared,
but the thing that really tore him was
the super revolution. He was one of
the first to spread superphosphate on
the Southern Tablelands.   There were
great hopes that the new system

would be terrific.  But in the very
roots of its success were its problems
- you were acidifying the soil profile
and clearing country that really was
so marginal.  Dad sort of knew that,
but the bind is that my university
education was partly paid for by it.

At Sydney University, I studied
agricultural science. I was taught that
we were the clever scientists who
were going to revolutionise the world.
The impacts on the environment
weren’t considered. It was often my
father who would say to me, ‘John,
that sounds like a great idea.  But
what about all these other things?’

Dad used to like to foster the native
grasses, like the danthonias and poas
and stuff.  If you learnt to use fire
carefully - in much the way as it prob-
ably was by Aboriginals - you could
retain that balance between grass and
wood, between shrubs and the native
grasses. If you stocked lightly, you
could produce super fine wool, but
only so much.

As long as you weren’t greedy you
didn’t have a problem … the native
pasture system had low productivity
but you didn’t have all the disease
problems or high cost structures.

The historian Manning Clark talks
about the fundamental issue - the dif-
ficulty we’ve had coming to terms
with where we come from, our cul-
tural heritage, and the very different
landscape we’ve colonised, our bio-
physical heritage. Manning Clark is a
tall poppy some have delighted in
cutting down, But the story he told
made sense to me. The point is, there
is a relationship between time, the
generations and understanding the
land.

I sense in Australia now people are
saying, ‘Hey, this is different. We love
it, but it’s different’. We’re still learn-
ing how to live with it, to understand
it, and nurture it.

When I saw that picture used in
the Farmhand Foundation stories a
few years back - that little girl stand-
ing beside a fence – it’s not only a sign
of human tragedy, it’s an absolute
tragedy to look at that dysfunctional
landscape in the background, totally

destroyed.
What a tragedy, on both counts -

the social human trauma and the
environmental trauma. We’ve not
learnt we can’t treat this landscape
like that.

I’m encouraged to think we are at
a cusp, that we are recognising the
need for change. I don’t think we
know what to change to, I’ve cer-
tainly found it extremely difficult to
get the resources to actually explore
alternatives in a practical sense.

The amount of money that’s going
into finding new systems - or solu-
tions that make a dollar and address
the environmental problem and its
cause - is trivial.

We’re still fiddling, And we’re sen-
tencing all of tropical northern Aus-
tralia to the environmental gallows by
default. Queensland’s brigalow, the
Gulf Country, part of the Territory’s
Top End, the Kimberley – magical
wild rivers, estuaries, coastlines,
groundwaters, all under very real
threat

There’s some misplaced thinking
that by rearranging the furniture in
the more settled districts, we’ll solve
the problem. We will not. Not until
we actually build some new furniture
that’s suited and works in harmony
with the way the landscape is. It just
will not happen.  At the moment
there’s a reluctance to face up to that.

Science and an understanding of
our landscape is only valuable if it
becomes part of our wider culture, if
it’s intrinsically wound in, so that our
knowledge is part of the peoples’
idiom, our stories and songs.  And
then we’ll sing, like the Aboriginal
people, we’ll be able to tell the story
of our country because we under-
stand it. ■

Dr. John Williams, will appear in conversation
with oral historian Gregg Borschmann as part
of ABC Radio National’s Songlines Conversa-
tions series on Monday, 22 November, at the
Carrington Hotel, Katoomba, 7.30 pm. The live
event will be recorded for ABC Radio National
Summer.  Tickets are $12. Bookings, Priscilla at
the Carrington Hotel (02) 4782 1111.
Inquiries (02) 4782 6370.
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Science, Story and Song


